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THE NEW YORK ElECTION CAMPAIGN 
AND THE LIQUIDATloNIST POLtey Or THE SWP MAJORITY 

By Gross 

The majority's policy of uncritical support to the ISP slate in 
the 1958 New York State eleetlons was unprincipled and liquidat1on1st 
in character. But this 1s only the visible and more obvious aspect 
'of a fundamental watering down of TrotskYIsm, and an attempted trans
formation of the proletarian revolutionary party into a party of petty 
bourgeois radical_1sm. 

The question before the party today 1s not merely how to evaluate 
I)· the 195'8 election carnpaign, but the larger questionl does the majority 

want to retain the. party program, or does it, like Bartell and' Clark 
in 195'3, want to ttjunk the old Trotskyism"? Flexible tacticsrequ1re 
all sorts of adjustments and m~1iflcat1ons in emphasis. They requ1re 
'workIng with all kinds of people,some even considerably to the right 
of the lSP people. But whatever the tactical considerations may be, 
whatever real opportunities may arise for fruitful work of some 
special kind, there must be clarity and agreement on the basic 
program itself. 

We propose to show here that the majority leaders' conduct ot 
the New York campaign was part of a more general petty bourgeois . 
orientation and a basic rejection of the proletarian line. we 
propose to show that the majority leaders are altering, and in effect 

. have already altered our basic program. 

In the New York Local, the majority leaders now'consider it 
disruptive and indeed almost anti-party to suggest that some young 
comrades should go into industry and try to lead the workers. 'This 
attitude would be incomprehensible, if we did not understand that 
the present orientation to the petty bourgeois radicals is an 
organic one. That 1s, the approach to these elements is not an 

. attempt to win them to the proletarian line of revolutionary 
Trotskyism; it is an attempt to accommodate Trotskyism to the line 
ot petty bourgeois radicalism. 

To test the truth of this statement, let us turn first to the 
very beginning of the ISP campaign: the first proposal for it in the 
Political Committee, December 20, 195? 

At that time, Comrade Dobbs proposed that the question of 
"co-existence" beset aside for the purposes of the campaign.' We 
ob3ected to this, explaining that this would be a joint propaganda 
campaign with people whose biggest difference with us was precisely 
on the questions of socialism-in-one-co'untry, world revolution, and 
the peaceful co-ex1stence of the Soviet Union withU.S. capitalism, 
that 1s the peaceful coexistence of the workers with the bosses. 
These questions are all linked together and they concern the essenee' 
ot Tro~sky1sm. Both the suocess of the Amerioan socialist revolution, 
and even the defense of the Soviet Union (as well as the successful 
struggle against the Moscow bureaucracy) depend in the final analysis, 
on our destroying the illusion of '~peacetul co-existence" among the 
advanced workers and radicals. 'this 1s a tundamental question. 
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And the campaign was to be a propaganda campaign, primarily a 
campaign of ideas,(not of action) in which this question was bound 
to be raised in some form or other. 

The Guardian, which is the chief organ of our electoral al11es, 
propagates the pernicious anti-revolutionary theory of co-existence, 
thus constantly emasculating the class struggle, week in and week 
out. We were to say nothing about this, and presumably ~ were 
to say nothing -- at least not from the campaign platforms. But even 
if they said nothing, there would be at the very least a great 
misunderstanding in the radical movement. Vfuatever boldness and 
initiative we showed by joining in an action with people who had 
formerly refused to talk to us etc., would be dissipated and over
whelmed by the confusion resulting from our not making a clear 
d1.fferentiatlon on this point. In a campaign propagating ideas on 
radio and TV, our silence on such fundamental ideas while sUpport-ing 
t:1A campaign of those who opposed us, might easily be interpreted 
as agreement with our opponent-allies. 

Life proved however, that not only was there a silence on our 
p~rt, and hence a misunderstanding 1n the radical movement; there 
was a corresponding volubility on the part of our allies, who took 
every opportunity to tell their position on co-existence. In this 
instance, as 1n many others, it was ~, who provided the 
1j~ological leadership for the campaign, not we. We supplied the 
1 o'tces, the work, the organization, the "legs." They supplied the 
candidates --- and the political leadership. 

In ordinary affairs, it often happens that the pretended 
leaders are only "front menlt and there is a "power behind the throne. t! 
But in this case, it was the political line of the front men that 
~~3vall~. The right wing of the coalition led the left. 

It was the line of Lamont and McManus which prevailed, --- and 
n0t alone in the election campaign, but in the pages of the Militant •. 
I!~ the Militant of August 4, for example, the resolution of the ISP 
pE:tition workers' rally of July 24 was partially reprinted without 
editorial comment, in a prominent "box." In addition to saying that 
the hopes of the world were directed toward a Summit Conference 
(t~tween Moscow and Washington, -- bureaucrat and capitalist), the 
quotation stated that there should be a "world settleIYEnt" between 
the Soviet Union and the United States. According to our Q~~ 
program, such a "settlement" can only be a £la.ss ~.eace at the 
expense of the revolutionary movements of the world, including a 
dOUble-cross of the Corr~unist Party ranks throughout the world. 

This resolution was voted for unanimously by the comrades of 
the SWP who attended the rally in force. Now even if this was done 
under disCipline, and u.nder protest, or under the compulsion of an 
impossible situation, it would still have been necessary for the 
education of the comrades, to explain to them what the real meaning 
of such a resolution is. But nothing was said about the resolution. 
It was the line of Lamont and Mc}~nus which prevailed --- and inside 
the party. 
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On August 6, the present author wrote a resolution to the PC 

protesting this bUsiness and demanding a change of line. This 
resolution was never acted upon. But at the PC meeting of August 18, 
the majority leaders appeared to be changing their line back to 
Trotskyism. Comrade Stein gave an extended talk on co-existence at 
that PC meeting. It was a revolutionary-sounding talk and the 
minority voted to approve its line. It was significant, however, 
that several majorltx comrades abstained from the vote, and some 
other majority comrades who voted 1n favor of the line, expressed 
important reservations in the discussion, one saying flatly that the 
party should have openly demanded a "Summit Conference" in the 
Mideast crisis. 

However, when Comrade Stein made his report to the New York 
Local about a month later (it was now nearly two months since the 
petition workers rally we spoke of, and no comment had been made in 
the Local), both his tone and content were considerably softened 
down from his speech at the PC. Moreover, in discussing the subject 
of co-existence and related subjects for nearly an hour, he did not 
find time to mention the rally in question, the resolution in 
question, nor to mention the line of the Guardian (which was being 
sold 1n the back of the hall), nor above all, to nention the line 
of the Militant itself, and its equivocal stand on summit conferences, 
co-existence and so on. 

Furthermore, it was about this time (Sept. 8) that the Militant 
c~rried the disgraceful headline and article building up Chiang Kai
:.t.hek as the leader of U •. S.lmperialism t s war nachi:ae, (instead of its 
stooge). This fits in quite well with the line of the Guardian, not 
to mention the New York Post, but not with the 11ne of revolutionary 
M."1rxism. Nothing at all was said about this in the New York Local. 
A':ld only Comrades Gross, Cowley and Wood objected to it in the 
resident Political Committee. 

There can be no other explanation for such conduct than the tact 
that the majority leaders are themselves watering down their previous 
positions and do not feel so strongly about them as they once did. 

* * * 
Meanwhile, Lamont and McManus turned out to be considerably to 

the right of the patched-up platform that had been agreed upon. Of 
ccurse Lamont had rmde it quite clear that he was accepting the 
l~oc!ination so he cruld propagate his "peace" campaign, knowing in 
aavance that we had promised to say nothing against ttco-ex1stencet~t 
and his peace position was well known7 so one could hardly say he 
surprised us 1n this respect. And the petty bourgeois 'pacifism and 
petty bourgeois radicalism of both these individuals is after all 
l'~.ther basic to their personalities, and we would hardly expect to 
reform them in their time of life. We could even welcome the fact 
that these men show some real courage as against the capitalist 
reaction, they stand up for the Soviet Union (in their own way), and 
they sponsor progressive and unpopular causes in the interest of the 
working class. They can be utilized and supported by proletarian 
revolutionists, and we should have so utilized them long ago. But 
the trouble today is that the majority leadership allowed them to 
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utilize the m instead of vice versa. By the end of the campa'1gn, 
"our" candidates had brazenly supported capitalist Democrats (Lamont, 
a Republican) and after they had sworn a solemn oath (at least 
McManus) to abjure the Democrats. When Lamont said "Dulles mus t go -
and Stassen must take his place,tt McManus' Guardian quoted the remark 
innocently -- if not approvingly -- in its lead editorial of Sept. 29. 

Now this could be just one of those amusing episodes of ~tty 
bourgeois light-m1ndedness that the revolutionary party frequently 
has to endure from its middle class allies -- and it could be a 
subject of innumerable jokes and anecdotes at future party socials 
and get-to-gethers --- except for one thing: The line of the Militant 
conci11a ted with the line of lamont and McManus. The Militant' 
slapped Lamont so lightly on the wrist in its editorial t.ha t. it did 
not even mention the name of Stassen. When the present writer made 
a motion to the PC that Lamont's action be clearly repudiated, the 
PC did not take it up for over two weeks, and even then the 
Secretariat proposed laying the whole matter over to the Plenum. 

To make matters worse, Lamont addressed an ISP "workshop" 
meeting a week after the stassen remark, and announced that he was 
now going to say he was for ttsome liberal Republican" to take Dullest 
place, "because Eisenhower, being a Republican, couldn't be expected 
to appoint a Democrat. n . He added tha t "the ideal thing would be to 
have Walter Lippman" for Secretary of State, -- but this was "too 
much to hope for." 

Comrade Murry Weiss, who attended the same meeting, more or 
less repeated the line of the Militant editorial, and said that the 
idea of "Dulles must go" was all right. In fact, it was revolution
ary in essence, and reminded him of the stormy demands of the 
Petrograd workers in 1917, -- but that we (and Lamont) just shouldn't 
add anything about capitalist replacements, and everything would be 
all right. 

The only way to deal with such astonishing a nd almost disarming 
artlessness 1s to~k the following question: If ~.n D2~ were to 
raise the same slogan in the same way as Lamont, would Comrade Weiss 
have found such a plausible formula to help him out? Comrade Weiss 
might answer the question b.Y saying that Ben Davis 1s not coming 
our way, but that Corliss Lamont ~s. On tho contrary, it is we whQ 
are Ieing Corliss Lamgnt's wax. It was the Right which was leading 
the ft. And in this case, the Left even provided tfl2 Right with 
the most sophisticated rationalization for its own seduction. 

When the Guardian's November 3rd editorial statement called on 
its readers to support capitalist Democrats· in "thousands upon 
thousands of election districts, tt the Militant said nothing, the 
New York Local majority leaders said nothing9 and the Political 
Committee said nothing. And yet there are party members who believe 
that McManus was ttcoming in our direction." Was it not the duty of 
the majority leaders to disabuse the membership of this belief, 
especially since it was they who had encouraged it in the first place? 
Since the majority leaders said nothing, it is a fair assumption is 
it not, that they are going in the direction of McManus? 
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The line of the majority was that the primary progressive aspect 
of the campaign was the fact that it was waged under a "socialist" 
label, and was a "break" from capitalist politics. let us assume 
that such a label and such a break would alone justify an uncritical 
support of the campaign, and justify our watering down the line of 
Trotskyism on the fundamentals. We then have to ask the question: 
what was the candidates l attitude to the label and the "break, tt such 
as it was? When Lamont implied that even the label should be dropped 
(at the ISP steering committee's election post mortem on Nov. 13) and 
MCManus called for the support of thousands of capitalist Democrats, 
it is clear that these men were repudiating ~ven that portion of the 
program that the ma.10rlty pin:Wn~d to just~.ts sunport. When 
the SWP leadership says nothing about this, it is clear that the 
ISP is leading the SWP; the Right is leading the Left. 

Such a "socialist" label, and such a ttbreak" -- even such a 
false and equivocal one, might still provide us with a vehicle for 
the tactic of critical ~upport, just as the candidacy of Norman 
Thomas or Ben Davis might do. But just as'wewould have to explain 
Thomas t relation to the state Department right in too middle of such 
"support," ~ would a1~9, have to <l.<lndeIr.n...bi.LsllPPQr.t gf._the Democrats; 
and just as w e would have to condemn Be n Davis t re 1a t ion to the Moscow 
bureaucracy right in the middle of such "support," lUL~ould pave to 
repudiate his sgDport of the pemQcrats; and just as we would have 
to explain McEanu~· re lation to the bou.r geoisie, his dependence on 
bourgeois parliamentarism and capitalist democracy, his opposition 
to the proletarian revolution in the United States, his utopianism 
on the Soviet Union etc 0' EL woulcLalso have_.1g cO.J].demn his open 
oWlpport of the Democrat~o Even from the majority~s own point of view, 
that is, the point of view that "independent political action" was 
the main and key point of the campaign, it would have been necessary 
for them to expose McManus' support for the Democrats. But they did 
not do this. 

In fact, the New York membership was told at various times that 
McManus was "moving toward us," Lamont was itmaking progress" etc. 
This was a mixture of nonsense and falsehood. On the one hand it 
was a sign of the majority leaders' 19nol~ane3" of the real situation 
and a kind of sheltered innocence about smart "practical" politicians 
and their ways; on the other hand, it was a sign that the majority 
leaders were no longer so intransigent about revolutionary Marxism 
as they had been in their youth. 

The majority leaders never once in the New York Local (let alone 
in the pages of the Militant) called attention to the petty bourgeois 
political line of the Guardian. And here we are pushing the sale of 
the Guardian in New York, and on the West Coast, it appears, we are 
even sponsoring nGuardian Clubso tt Under these circumstances a failure 
to c all attention to the petty bourgeois line of the Guardian, at 
least among our own comrades, is tantamount to endorsing that 11ne 
or else implying that the differences between it and the line of 
Trotskyism are not very great. This is 1iqu1dationism. 

Under some conditions, and if carried out in the proper ways, 
the Guardian Club activity might be fruitful for revolutionary 
socialism. But the present activity, like the ISP activity, bears 
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the stamp of petty bourgeois radicalism, not of proletarian 
flexibility. And the majority leadership 1s responsible for this. 

The Guardian has made very clear that it conceived the present 
campaign in the same spirit as the Wallace campaign of 1948. It even 
ran a series on "'l'en years of the Guardian" during the campaign in 
which it quoted its own remarks on the beginning of the Wallace 
campaign. (Here the majorIty leaders missed an opportunity to remind 
the Guardian that the Progressive Party had been in their Qpinion 
a third capitalist party.) The ISP campaign was indistinguishable 
from the Wallace campaign, except that the latter was, more militantly 
conducted by more workers and student youth am was attacked 
viciously by the bourgeoisie. 

Part of the present minority called for 'critical support ot the 
Wallace campaign, as 'all of the present minority called for cr11;1cal 
sup'port of the lSP campaign, -- in order to contact and work with 
radical minded youth and militant workers whatever their illusions 
about Stalinism, co-existence, soc1alism-1n~one-country etc. and in 
order to mobilize workers polftically against the capitalist parties 
-- but not in order to gtye upoYr pin pos+kion on these fundamental 
and crucia~ questions. ' 

By giving up our reVolutionary right to criticise our a1l1es, 
we gave our allies the ideological leadership of the bloc. But this 
was not a mere clumsy tactiC, not a mere ingenuousness on the part 
of· the majority leadership, but a change in the1r polit*cal line. 
This is indicated by the stubborn resistance of the majority leaders 
against any criticism of their approach to the campaign, and their 
justification of every stage and every aspect of the campaign, and 
especially by their refusal to hold any kind of educationals in 
New York in the last year on the political character of the Guardian 
milieu. 

Pefepse Of The Soviet Union 

One healthy result of the wnole regroupllEnt campaign is that 
the majority leaders recalled -- after the lapse of marly a decade, 
-- that they were for the defense of the Soviet Union. And they 
spoke and wrote on this concept more often than in the previous 10 
years of the Cold War and the witch hunt. It was a pity that this 
had to be done under the pressure of the Stalinists and semi
Stalinists of the lSP whom we were attempting to recruIt. 

It was of. course necessary to prove that we were indeed the 
defenders of the Soviet Union. But as revolutionists, we should 
explain that we are the ~ defenders of the Soviet Union, and the 
Communist Party only pretenders to this title. We should explain 
that we are for the unconditional defense of the whole Soviet bloc 
against imperialist attack. This was always Trotsky's formulation 
and it was infinitely to the left of Stalinism, inextricably bound 
up with the concept of revolutionary defeatism in the imperialist 
countries. We have to make this concept more explicit, take the 
initiative on this away from the Stalinists. At the same time 
however, we must clearly defend the revolutionary base of the Soviet 
Union from its oligarchic bureaucracy., It 1s all right to defend 
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the Soviet Union in general, ~gainst 1mperiallsmwithout always 
mentioning the bureaucracy; but when we join a propagandistic 
unIted front with -Stalinists or Stallnized radicals, to defend the -
Soviet Unlon, then we must, on pain of succumbing to Stalinism, also 
make known our position on the bureaucracy. 

The fol1tlcal Reyolution 

It the majority leaders rediscovered the defense of the Soviet 
Union, they began to soft-pedal too proletarian overthrow of the 
Sov1et bureaucracy -- am this proletarian overthrow had been, 1n 
their opinion an actual movement actually taking place, which had 
motivated and brought about the whole regroupment process. 

The SWP ad in the Guardian, February 3, 1958, had listed 
several points for a rough minimum agreement with other radicals on 
an election campaign. Missing among these points was of course the 
question of co-e-xistence, for the reasons given earlier. But 
prominent among them was the question of political revolution. It 
was phrased badly. And the Stalinists easily made it appear to be 
a reference to political cOuntet re-volution, but nevertheless it was 
meant to imply the proletarian regeneration of the Soviet Union. - _ 
This point was completely by-passed and finally dropped in the course 
of the campa1gn~ 

The reason for this was that the majority did not wish to offend 
the Guardian milieu. This milieu is of course critical of the Soviet 
leadership, but could not conceive any overthrow of that leadership 
except one that would aid Dulles and the capitalist class of the 
United States. The majority leaders unfortunately so express their 
ideas of political revolution as to indeed give this impression. 
The truth is that Trotsky's concept of the political revolution was 
profoundly defe~sist in character and militantly anti-imperialist. 
Formulations could easily be found to express this clearly to our 
allies and to the radical workers in general. For example: we are 
for the overthrow of the Soviet bureaucracy in order to create a 
genuine communist leadetship in the Soviet bloc. We are for a Soviet 
leadership that ia fundamentally opposed to Unit;d States imperialism. 
and that will conduct the defense of the workers states in a 
revolutionary manner, helping to extend the October Revolution 
throughout the world. If we make it plain that we are ~ opposed 
to U.S. imperialism than Khrushchev is, if we do not prove -this merel: 
by references to the past, to Spain, Germany, etc., but by the 
living class struggle and world conflict gftoday, then whatever 
our allies' opinion of the validity of our l1ne, they can have no 
misunderstanding of its motivation, -- nor for that matter can the 
rank and file CP members either. 

To merely raise the question of political revolution in the 
USSR only from the point of view of restoring democracy, is 
insufficient. The pro-soviet political revolution must always be 
regarded as an integral part of the world proletarian revolution. 
And it cannot be regarded otherwise. The real question is not the 
restoration of opposition movements in the Soviet Union, but the 
q,uestion of world revolution and above all the American road to 
socialism, which the Soviet bureaucracy has the greatest interest 
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1n road-blocking. Moreover, in the cO'ld war, anti-Soviet atmosphere 
of today it is impermissible ;to raise the question of too political 
revolution 1n the Soviet Union without in the same breath calling 
for the overthrow of cap1tallsm in the United States -- and making 
it crystal clear that the latter is more important to us than the 
former. The weakness of the majority leaders derives not merely 
from their wish to get along with new allies. On the contrary, their 
concept of political revolution has been weakened and watered down 
over a number of years. They have dropped Trotsky's proletarian 
reVolutionarY anti-Stalinism for a vulgar bourgeois anti-Stalinism. 

Proletarian Anti-Stilinism And BOurgeo~s Ant.-Stalinism 

Here it Is instructive to reView the positions of the Militant 
1n the last year or so concerning the Kremlin, theCP, etc. 

The paper opposed the Stalinists on the suppression of Hungary, 
on the shooting of Nagy, on the treatment of Pasternak, and of course 
on the undemocratic actions of the Soviet bureaucracy generally. 

But it said little or nothing about the Stalinist retreat before 
DeGaulle, the Kremlin's failure to send SUbstantial military supplies 
to the Indonesian CP, who it is well known have the numbers to take 
the power, if they had the weapons. It ignored the policy of CP 
support to Nehru in India, the disgraceful parliamentary Milwaukee
sidewalk-and-sewer type of socialism the Stalinists are conducting 
1n Kerala. On July 20, 1956, there was supposed to have been a "free 
election" between North and South Viet Nam .... - it is probably the one 
place in the world where such a "free election" would turn out in 
favor of the working class and there would have been a working class 
unification. But the Stalinists let the date go by in silence. 
And the Militant also. 

What is peculiar about these two lists? It is peculiar that 
the things the Militant criticised the Stalinists for, and the things 
the Militant did not criticise them for, were the same things the 
~OurgeQisie criticised them for and did not criticise them for. 

This is not to say that the things the bourgeoisie criticises are 
necessarily good for the workers.) It 1s not Stalinist pressure, 
basically, that caused the situation in our party; it is bourgeois 
pressure. 

The Bourgeois Anti-§talinists. Gates, Fast and Clark 

It is necessary to refer here to the majority line of a year 
ago on the personalities of Gates, Fast and Clark. It appeared to 
the majority leaders at that time that these people were leading a 
largo movement out of the CP that was essentially leftist in 
character. At that time, editorials were written in the Ml11tant on 
the SUbject, and John Gates was welcomed and approached by the 
Militant for comradely conversations. Of course there is nothing 
wrong in principle with having a talk with a right winger. What is 
wrong 1s telling the radical movement that you believe the man to 
be a ~-winger. --- The right wing bourgeois organ, the Herald 
Tribune also had an editorial about Gates when he quit the Communist 
Party entitled "Welcome to John Gates." Since Gates had announced 



that he intended to' "rejoin the American people," the Herald Tribune 
knew that its welcome was sent to the right address and would be well 
received. But the Militant did not seem to understand anything at 
all a bout Ga te.s. And just before our la'st plenum when we discussed 
Gates, Fast, Clark etc., this ex-communist, ex-Stalinist and 
ex-radical, (in that order) John Gates, appeared on TV and crawled 
in the mud of bourgeois respectability in front of the reactionary 
Mike Wallace. A nd there was no comment from the majority leaders 
or from the Militant. 

The minority characterized Gates t Clark aM Fast for what they 
were, bgWgeois anti-Stalinists going to the right. The minority 
was one hundred percent in favor of approaching those who had quit 
the Communist Party, even if they mistakenly believed.Gates to be 
a lett wing, would-be revolutionary. What the minority opposed was 
the painting up 'of Gates, Clark and .Fast as left wing opponents of 
the Moscow bureaucracy, when in reality they had already proved amply 
that they were making their bid to be of service to too liberal 
bourgeoisie. But the majority leaders did not understand all this, 
or if they did, would not admit it. 

This Gatesite right wing tribe travelled so fast in the 
direction of the bourgeoisie that they did not pause long enough in 
the ttcenter," -- that is, the center between Stalinism and the 
bourgeoisie, -- to form a political group or a ttcentrist party" as 
the leaders of the major1ty had hoped. So life compelled them to 
drop their conciliation to the Gates group for the simple reason . 
that the Gates group had ceased to exist. But the majority leaders 
did not thereby drop their own bo'urgeois anti-Stalinism, and above 
all they never found time, nor saw the necessity to evaluate their 
own course toward the Gatesites, or even to make a public evaluation 
of Gates or the Gatesites. 

At first glance the majority leaders' subsequent swing to the 
Guardian group seems to be a 180 degree turn in the opposite 
direction. That is, the majority leaders now turned to people who 
had cut some of their organizational ties with the Kremlin, but were 
far more enthusiastic peddlers of the general Stalinist line than 
the Gatesites. True, they were to the left of Gat~s; insofar as they 
still wanted to oppose the bourgeo1sie and stay in the radical 
movement. But they had generally close connections with th~ CP and 
rightly considered Gates, Fast and Co. as renegades. But the Guardian 
and the Gatesltes have some things very much in common: -- their 
pacifism, their parllamentarism, their position on co-existence, their 
belief in socialism- in-one-country, their rejection of Bolshevism 
(1.e. genuine Bolshevism). These are the bourgeois aspects of 
Stalinism that the anti-Stalinists and the semi-Stalinists have in 
common. And it is toward th~se aspects of Stalinism that the 
majority leaders have developed a conciliatory attitude over a rather 
lengthy period. But qualitative changes occur only after a long 
series of quantitative changes. The full blown concil1ationism 
evinced last summer was the open outcome of a more or less hidden 
process over the period of the Cold War. 

It 1s also necessary to explain here, why the question of 
Hungary, which agitated our party so much a couple of years. ago, 
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seems to be no longer with us. Where the Gatesites generally agreed 
with our majority on Hungary, it appeared that most of the new allies 
in the Guardian group held the position that Hungary was a counter 
revolution. The majority leaders formerly thought that Hungary was 
going to be a watershed in the radical movem~ntt -- with all those 
who believed it a revolution, r€!grouping in the direction of the 
SWP, and that tiny minority who believed it a counter revolution 
regrouping with the CP, which was going to fold up and die anyway. 
But things dId not work out that way. The majority leaders found 
themselves approaching the Guardianites and soft-pedalling their 
own Hungary position, and more than that, their position on the 
political revolution, itself. 

And there was a symmetrically opposite development inside the 
SWP. 

While the majority leaders were conciliating with those who 
held the ~1nist position on counter-revolution-in-Hungary, -- on 
the question of "peace," on "co-existence, n in effect, on "socialism
in-one-country," and above all, on the petty bourgeois, parliamentary 
road to socialism st hom~ --- the minority became a bloc of comrades 
inside the Swr who indeed took opposing positions on evaluating the 
events in Hungary, ( the present writer believing that the events 
constituted a counter revolution). But these comrades agreed on the 
~inciple of, and need for, the proletarian political revolution in 
the Soviet bloc, agreed on the world revolution, and above all, the 
socialist revolution in Amcrica and the kind of party necessary to 
achieve it. Moreover this minority bloc also agreed on not 
conciliating with Stalinists, GateSites, Guardianites or anybody else 
on these issues. 

The Question Of Tactic~ 

The majority leaders quite naturally justify their whole line 
and their liquidation of previous political positions, the watering 
down of others, and the total obliteration of still others, as 
tactically motivated, -- that is, as only a temporary expedient 
that will be corrected later on. Of course there is no "sincerometer" 
yet invented which can determine how much the majority leaders really 
intend to do this. But even if there were such a thing, and even 
if it disclosed that they did in truth intend to change back to 
Trotskyism later on, the logic of politics is such that they will 
simply not be able to change later on, nor will they want to change 
later on, no matter what they think of their own course right now. 
They themselves will have been changed by the consequences of their 
own line. 

For one thing they are not taking the trouble to educate the 
membership about the political character of the people with whom 
they are maneuvering. If this course were uncorrected, the political 
character of the comrades themselves would change. The political 
character of the party itself would change. 

* * * 
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Comrade Trotsky laid down the following elementary axioms for 
t~ose who would engage in maneuvers: 

"In a maneuver, one must always proceed from the worst and not 
the best assumptions with regard to the adversary to whom concessions 
are made, or the unreliable ally with whom an 'agreement is concluded. 
It must be constantly borne in mind that the ally can become an 
enemy on .the morrow •••••• The import and the limits of a maneuver 
must always be clearly considered and demarcated. A concession must ' 
be called a concession and a retreat a retreat. tt (Third Inter'national 
After lenin, p'p 138, 139 ) 

It is all ri'ght and sometim}s very necessary, to enter, fuse t 
combine, or unite with other organizations, but only in order to' 
fight tor the reyo1utionary line -- and not at some date in the far 
distant future, but as a living, continuous ,policy. Tactics, we 
must remind our comrades, should always be subordinated to principles. 
--nIt was not flexIbility that served (nor should it serve today) 
as the basic trait of Bolshevism, but rather grantte hardness." 
(Trotsky, same book, p. 141, emphasis in orginal. , 

To do class struggle work with another party that holds a talse 
position on world revolution and has illusions about co-existence 
etc. is one thirig; but to create a party with such false positions, 
and to build up its leaders to the public and to gur own membership, 
tha t is quite another. ' 

As a matter of fact, the majority leaders for years resisted 
any kind of work in the ALP when that organization was a much larger, 
more dynamic and youthful group than it is today. During the years 
of the cold war and the witch hunt, there was also the possibi11ty 
of approaching and working with the ALP people as trnre is now. 
These people began diverging with the CP on some issues such as 
independent political (ballot) act10n,as early as 19,2-;3 and in 
some respects even earlier. Certainly a way could have been found 
to approach them without giving up one principle of Trotskyism. We 
could have engaged in many class struggle actions with the ALP'ers 
and in fact could have initiated some such actions with them, and 
yet have pounded our own revolutionary political line wlt~ them and 
won some individuals to Trotskyism. The minority was in favor of 
this tactical approach then, and it is for it now • 

. And it was not a lack of tactical wisdom tha t caused too majority 
leaders to oppose such atactic in past times. It was not merely 
"sectarianism" as Bartell and Clark charged •. It was fear of the 
witch hunt. It was fear of being associated with people who were 
so unpopular and so persecuted, and a feeling that too opportunities 
for"large" recruitment were but slight. But today, the majority 
leaders who were apparently so intransigent about "conciliation to 
Stalinism" when they attacked Bartell, are now approaching the 
ALP with a vengeance, but not with the program of Trotskyism. Now 
the witch hunt has let up, sOIOOwhat ,and things are easier. But 
the opportunities for large recruitment are not what the majority 
leaders thought they were, so t hey find themselves going further 
and further to the right in their pol.itical line so as to more 
easily recruit individuals from this now-shrunken milieu to the 
Trotskyist party. But in changing their own basic line, they are 
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making the party itself less Trotskyist. They are becoming 
recruited to their allies' program, rather than vice versa. This 
1s the ¥01it1cal essence, although not the organizational form, of 
liquida ionism. . 

The majority leaders have tried to convince the ranks that the 
whole affair is just a question of finding a way to get physically 
closer to other radicals, and not at all a matter of adapting our 
principles to theirs. And of course, not one member of the 
minority would have any objection to finding ways of approaching 
the radical movement. We are not Sta1inophobes, or vulgar bourgeois 
anti-Stalinists, but revolutionary Bolsheviks who wish to intervene 
1n every kind of radical activity or class struggle actions that we 
are physically able to do. For example, the present author on 
August 18, submitted a memo to the PC for critical support to the 
candidacy of Ben Davis 1n the New York councilmanic race. Needless 
to say, this was not done with t he intention of building up Ben Davis 
as a genuine socialist, but with the intention of appealing to the 
workers over whom Davis has' influence, differentiating our program 
from Davis' in the process, and pounding the daylights out of 
Stalinism PQlitically. As the memo said in part: 

"Critical support also neans that we (Dn criticize the Cpf s 
basic pacifist and c1ass-oollaborationist world political line. We 
can subject the CP to a withering Trotskyist criticism, while at 
the same time weoan point out that a vote for Davis is a break with 
the capitalist parties. Ben Davis 1s an outstanding victim of the 
class war. We can hail him as such, while at the $ome time we can 
prove that he cantt condyct the class war while remaining in the 
Communist Party." 

The PC did not see fit toadopt this line, or in fact even to 
discuss the question. And once a gain the only conclusion we ain make 
is that the majority leaders are more concerned with. organizational 
opposition to the CP than they are interest.ed in energetically 
advancing the political line of revolutionary Trotskyism against 
pacifist, petty bourgeois Stalinism. The fact that Ben Davis was 
later ruled off the ballot did not· eliminate the value of the tactic 
either. In fact, the rank and file CP members had been convinced 
by this t 1100 tha t the y did not ha ve a fr iend in the wor Id out side 
of the CP itself. A forthright support for the candidacy combined 
with an honest straightforward condemnation of Davist politics, and 
and an explanation of our own, would have got a hearing from the 
CP rank and file --- although of course it would have onraged and 
frustrated Ben Davis himself much more than the whole ISP campaign. 

Such an approach of critlcal support would havp been a tactic. 
It would not have given one inch on principle, and in fact would 
have been a means for making our prinCiples known to a wider 
audience. The same basic approach could have been applied to McManus 
and Co. But this practical difference has to be noted: namely that 
McManus has less real active followers for Us to talk to than Ben 
Davis has. The biggest ISP meeting (if we can call the Harold Davies 
meeting an ISP meeting) attracted all of 800 people. But the 39th 
anniversary meeting of the CP at Carnegie Hall just one week later 
was attended by 1500. Moreover, the meeting was spirited by 



comparison with the Davies meeting and showed relatively high morale, 
-- especially on the question of the proposed write-in campaign for 
Davis. 

Of course neither the size nor the spirit of meetings is 
decisive in these affairs. But since the question of "tactics," 
"flexib1litytt and"realism" has been raised, it is worth thinking 
about. 

But if we failed to make any positive approach to the Davis 
campaign, this is not a principled question in and of itself any 
more than the majority's failure to have intervened 1n the ALP milieu 
years a go. If we agree on the basic principles of Bolshevism, we 
can to an extent overlook what some of us may consider a lost 
tactical opportunity. Suppose, however, that the majority comrades 
~ make an approach· to the Davis campajgn, but in the course of it, 
started to t ell the public and even some of our own comrades that 
some of the Stalinist ideas weren't so bad after all, and weren't 
really so far removed from our own. This would be conci11ationism 
and a beginning of liquidation of Trotskyism. 

This is just what happened with respect to the ISP. Instead 
of giving critical sUpport, the majority leaders merely stated once 
or~ice that we had some differences, but in general, went along 
with the most outrageously petty bourgeois Stalinist expressions of 
humanism, "good will," pacifism, and utopian reformist nonsense. 
It was just the opposite of critical support. It was uncritical 
support, and political endorsement 1n almost every instance. We 
could have showed how the candidates c aIled themselves socialists 
and should be sUpported insofar as the voters could express an 
opinion for socialism by voting for them. We could have showed that 
socialism could never be ~hieved by the parliamentary ne thods of 
McManus and Lamont, -- but that the workers could begin mobilizing 
the forces for the socialist revolution, if only on the basis of 
a ballot vote at this time. But instead of this, we made it appear 
that McManus himself was a revolutionary socialist, or the next best 
thing. We made it appear that the ideas of Mcl~nus were ideas 
calculated to prepare thp road to socialism. Furthermore, in the 
course of the campaign, McManus said and wrote things which were 
violations of the most elementary principles of socialist electoral 
practice, e.g. calling himself a "populist," explicitly calling the 
Guardian "Progre~sivett rather than socialist, and emphasizing this 
calling for the support of "thousands of Democrats." 

Neither the majority leaders nor the Militant nor the New York 
leadership ever said one open word a gains t this line of McManus. 
Thus they helped to disorient and miseducate not only the radical 
public in general, but our own membership. 

RegrouPment ys Bolsheyism 

Insofar as t he word tlregroupmc'nt" is taken to mean a s 1mple 
approach to thcmdical movement, and insofar as it only implies 
tactical adjustments in order to recruIt radicals to the program 
of Trotskyism, why there canbe no argument whatever between 
Trotskyists over this matter. But the word itsf'lf was coined 
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shortly after the 20th Congress by the Gatesite, right wing 
Stalinists, and by those who wanted to· 'tunite the left" because they 
felt that the "small" 17,000 member CP (of 19,,> had been too 
isolated, too sectarian, and especially, too unpopular. 

Insofar as t his supplied us with an organizational opening to 
meet hundreds of radicals, it was of course necessary to take it 
wIth both hands and mako use of it. But at the same time, it was 
necessary for us to make a clear differentiation between ~ concept 
of regroupment (if indeed we had a different one) and the petty 
bourgeois unity-mongers idea. Their idea was to create a new 
.. tAmerican", type party with pacifist and parliamentary illusions, out 
of the break-up of the CP and the general exhaustion of the old 
radical movement. Our idea was, or should have been, to get together 
w1th those elements who were revolutionary-minded, who were oriented 
to the class struggle, who were willing to fight imper"ialism on a 
national and on a world scale, and who wished to build a vanguard 
party. Our line should have been to~peal to these elements, to 
attempt to ~parate them out of the general melange of radical- . 
l1beralism and Stalinism that was coming apart at the seams. OUr 
line should have been to cOunterpQse revolutionary regroupment to 
the reformist regroupment that was actually beginning to take place. 
We could have effected this in several ways, including, perhaps, 
election campaigns, the creation of new organizations, clubs, 
committees and so on. The question of exactly what tactics to employ 
would have been an entirely secondary one, and not a matter for 
serious differences, as is the case at present. 

Whatever some of ~ comrades may mean by regroupment, (and 
it is indisputable that the great majority of them ~ to be 
Bolsheviks) the petty bourgeois mass of "regroupers two years ago -
most of them are now gone with the wind -- were dead set against 
Bolshevism. And we never explained this, even to our own IlEmbersh1p. 
True, this group 1n general v.II)rc breaking from Stalin.sm, But it was 
significant that in their break they were far more concerned with 
the idea of civil liberties for deposed cIP.italist elements after 
the coming American socialist revolution, they were far more con
cerned with absolute guarantees against the degeneration of the 
leading party, (rather than the creation of any fighting organization 
at all), they were far more concerned with the parliamentary road 
to socialism -- than with any class struggle approach or with any 
kind of revolutionary perspective at all. 

And they said so. In the "speak bitterness" meetings at the 
Jefferson school all through the summer of 19,6, they made this 
crystal clear. In turning against Stalinism, they made it pretty 
clear that they were washed up with cOmmunism also. Contrariwise, 
the "orthodox" Stalinists in· t·he OP made an appeal to the ranks on 
the basis of building a Bolshivik party, and for the class struggle 
road to socialism. This was a false appeal, a demagogic appeal • 

.. And our majority leaders should have exposed it. OUr majority should 
have proved that our party is the real Bolshevik party, and the 
Stalinists are fakes. Our majority should have explained the 
oRPortunism of the CP. But instead, it explained the "sectarianism" 
or the CP. (No joking, this is exactly the oharacterization which 
Comrade Ring employed on several occasions.) 
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The trouble was that in fishing in the troubled Stalinist waters, 

our majority leadership played up to the weaknesses of the Stalinists 
and ex-Stalinists, rather than their str-ong points. It played up 
to their anti-centralism in playing up to thelrantl-bureaucratism. 
It played up to their parliamentarlsm and anti-class struggle 
feelings ( which were not absolute, and could have been modified by 
us) in playing up to their anti-bureaucratism. It should have made 
clear that the SWP is infinitely more in favor of the class struggle 
road to socialism than Wm.Z. Foster and the CP. It should have made 
clear that the SWP is for genuine democratic centralism 1n order to 
carry out a genuine revolutionary program (not merely for the sake 
of democracy as such). The centralism of the CP is not in every 
case an undemocratic centralism. But it is- a centralism to carry 
out a treacherous and non-revolutionary l1ne. We do not offer the 
ex-CP'ers a haven where things will be physically easier, or the 
sacrifices will be less. We intend to build a party where there is 
going to be more centralism, morp diSCipline, more self-sacrifice 
than in the OP, because we have to do this in order to make the 
reVolution. But our majority leaders could not say these things 
even by implication, because they were conciliating with a petty 
bourgeois, anti-revolutionary current. These people in general, 
wanted a softer party, an easier party, and above all, a bigger 
party, than the CPo 

Naturally, the majority leaders d1d not consciously understand 
all this. Certainly they did not consciously understand that a big 
party simply was not in th~ cards, and therefore most of these 
poople would disappear. The majority leaders ~ven talked a short 
time ago about our creating a "centrist party" in order to forestall 
the more extreme rightists in this group from starting "their own" 
centrist party. Thus the majority leaders were victims of roughly 
the same delusions as Mike Bartell had been at an earlier stage of 
regroupment. But they learned nothing from th0 experi~ncc of Bartell. 

OBartcll himself, learned nothing from his own cxperipnce and the 
demise of his "Socialist Unity Forum." He jumped from there onto 
the passing bandwagon of the ISP). 

If this appreciation of the majority leadership is too harsh, 
it can casily be corl'cctcd by them.. It is only necessary to explain 
openly to the radical movement, and especially to our own membership, 
that our intention is the diametrical opposite of the petty bourgeois 
regroupers. It is only necessary to mow that we ~c the reyolut~QnarY 
rcgroupers, and although we participate in election campaigns as 
Lenin taught us to do, we have no parliamentary illusions and arc 
preparing the class struggle road to SOCialism, and it is the only 
road. 

Dictatorship of The Proletariat 

No one would expect McManus and Lamont to a dvocatc the 
Dictatorship of the Proletariat, and no one should make that a 
condition for critical support of theso politicians. If t~re was 
no el~ction where our support was involved, we might even ignore 
the politics of Lamont and McManus. Wo might not care much whether 
they supported the struggle for th0 dictatorship of the proletariat 
or not. But when we were mlling upon people to v otc for them, and 
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calling upon our comrades to work so hard for their election, it was 
doubly necessary for us to say that those m('n w cr0 "against the 
proletarian dictatorship. It was necessary at th(' very least, to 
say this to our own comrades. But this was never dono. McManus 
himself said it. But t~1s was cover0d up. 

We arc for the abolition of U.S. capitalism and the creation of 
a workors state in the United States. This is the essence of tho 
dictatorship of the proletariat. OUr great teachers explained that 
many radicals, even bourgeois radicals, recognize the existence of 
the class struggle, but refuse to prosecute it! and refUse to 
recognize the final climax of the class strugg e in the dictatorship 
of the proletariat, that is to say the successful revolution itself. 
Of course lamont cannot be numbered even among those bourgeois 
radicals who recognize the class struggle. (He stated to the 
present writer that he thinks the class struggle is passe.) But 
we can support the idea of socialism in supporting Lamont, if we 
make clear that Lamont's leadership in getting socialism is a 
false leadership, and an inadequate, impossible leadership. As 
civil libertarians and friends of the" party, Lamont and McManus 
can of course playa progressive role, and 1n fact~e a rarity on 
the American scene. What makes t.hem bad is not the1r own characters, 
but the fact that we put them up as leaders, and cons.equently help 
them to belittle our own program. 

We can build up the movement for socialism without building 
up the leadership of Lamont. Likewise, we can support friendship 
for the Soviet Union in supporting Lamont, if we make it clear that 
Lamont's idea of ttfriendship" is government to government, capitalist 
to bureaucrat, whereas our idea of friendship is workers defense 
of the Soviet state against imperialism, and irreconcilable 
opposition to the rule of the bureaucracy. 

The minorityts criticism of the ISP campaign does not hinge 
on the politIcs of Lamont or McManus, however, but on the polittcs 
of our own majority. Where do they themselves, the majority leaders, 
stand on the concept of the socialist revolution and the dictatorship 
of the proletariat in America? Do they not show by their softness 
to McManus and Lamont's attitude that they themselves are not serious 
about it ? 

Partially because of the reactionary personal dictatorship of 
Stalin, Khrushchev etc., but infinitely more because of the bourg~ 
prQpagandi, there is a widespread popular opposition to the dictator
ship of the proletariat. It 1s necessary to adapt pedagogicallY to " 
this oPPosition, but never politically or fundamentally. We are for 
the revolutionary regeneration of the proletarian dictatorship in 
the Soviet bloc, and the revolutionary ~W12l.1shmirnt of it in the 
rest of the world, --- especially in the United States. To those 
who think this idea is to smacking of personal dictatorship, it must 
be answered that the proletarian dictatorship is not a slQgan and 
does not have to be slogan1zed. It 1s a concept, or more correctly 
a program. It can be a thousand times more democratic for the 
workers than bourgeois democracy, which is in reality one of the 
forms of the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. 
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But however the program is popularized (workers democracy, 
soviet democracy, workers government, etc.) it must win cadres to 
the idea that the workers have to smash the bourgeois state and 
establish thei~ own. This is the essence of the matter. The 
greatest historic defeats of the working class in the twentieth 
century came about precisely because the workers' leadership glossed 
over, ignored or distorted this cardinal point. As Trotsky put it 
shortly before his death, flOur whole program for this epoch can be 
summed up in the four words: dictatorship of the proletariat." 

BourgeQis Pacifism And §talinist t1eo-existence" 

Some majoritymmrades may feel that the purely tactical 
reqUirements of the campaign really did compel the party to soft
pedal its line on co-existence, that McManus and Lamont might have 
quit in the middle of the campaign if we had seriously pushed our 
own program etc., etc. Leaving aside for the moment whether this 
Is a correct argument for Bolsheviks to use, what about the question 
of bourgeois pacifism and Otto Nathan? 

otto Nathan 1s not running for any office. And he has even 
resigned from the ISP. Yet he has spoken at the SWP forum, the 
Harold Davies meeting, the Bronx Socialist Forum, and we have been 
involved in work with him. Why do the majority leaders not criticise 
his line, which is in such fundamental opposition to Marxism? (Tom 
Kerry raised a difference with Nathan in the SWP forum, but the 
subsequent Militant article suppressed this and quoted Nathants 
bourgeois pacifism (Feb. 10, 58 ) without editorial comment.) We 
believe this 1s not due merely to a f alseconcept of tactics t but 
due to the fact that these leading comrades are actually softening 
their own line on bourgeois pacifism. 

We are raising here, not the question of working with Otto 
Nathan, who is a well meaning and even in some respects, a sort of 
socialistic man, but the question of what our o~u line is. 1mch 
may be gained from forums and debatesv1th Nathan. And that which 
may be especially gained is a platform to advance our own ideas 
as against his. However, if we ~e weak about our own ideas, unsure 
of them, inclined to junk some of them in the interest of recruiting 
more people to less powerful ideas, that is reformist ideas, -- why 
then it would make sense to t rea t Na than a; the maj ori ty leader s do. 

But Otto Nathan on~y articulates in especially classic~l and 
pessimistic form, what has befallen a great number of. radicals. 
And it 1s our duty toftght his ideology, and especiallY now. A 
large section of the radical movement has recently fallen into 
prostration before the atomic comb, and now believes that socialism 
is a distant dream, the class struggle being either too risky or too 
remote. Victims of this mode of thought are now more numerous than 
victims of the atomic bomb itself. (Nathan is 'only an especially 
pathetiC, articulate, and prominent one of the victims.) They 
preach that socialism must come through peace. But Marxism has 
always maintained that peace can onlx cOme through sociali~~. This 
is a diametrically opposite concept, and not merely in its logical 
symmetry, but in its most profound essence. Those who are opposed 
to war and violence as sucb, that 1s in principle, are in reality 
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also opposed to the struggle for socialism. They can be recruited 
to the ranks of the socialist revolution only with the most drastic 
of revolutions in their own thinking, not to mention their way of 
life. 

The party should of course utilize anti-war demostrations, anti
bomb parades, etc. to a dvance the revolutionary line. But the fight 
against war is first and foremost the fight against the ruling 
capitalist class, and the destruction of its power to ~ war. 
This struggle in itself is a form of war, -- class war. In the 
course of this class war, it is not impossible that the capitalist 
class will try to use a tomic bombs against its own working class, 
if such a thing should become practicable from a military point or 
view. (Remember the Paris Commune) The pacifist c·ries of 
disarmament do not succeed in disarming anybody except the . 
revolutionary workers who fall for the pacifist ideology. With the 
fullest sympathy for the good intentions of the victims of bourgeois 
pacifism, with the most vigorous defense of their rights and with 
full credit to their occasional heroism, we must ruthlessly stamp 
their ideology out of the revolutionary movement. 

"Competitive co-existence" 1s only the Stalinist form of the 
essentially bourgeois pacifist delusion. And never was it so 
important for the working class to be cleansed of this delusion as 
it is today. Yet it is preCisely today that we~e confronted with 
the majority leaders' softening on this question. It is one thing 
to critically support politicians who have this delusion. But it 
is another thing to remain silent while they energetically spread 
their delusion over radio, TV and in their press. 

The question of "co-existence" recapitulates the whole struggle 
of Trotskyism against Stalinism, the concept of world revolution as 
against "national" socialism, and the theory of socialism 1n one 
country. The theory of "co-existence tlis, on the international 
arena, the same theory of peaceful transition to socialism as is the 
most tepid socialist reformism on the national arena. 

According to the Marxist view, there can be no peaceful change 
over from capitalism to socialism, or even to individual workers 
states. Likewise, there can be no perspective for the peaceful 
evolution of the Soviet bloc into a classless society under the gun 
muzzles of world capitalism. The constant threat of war compels the 
Soviet to spend unheard of proportions of its national production 
on the military (an even greater proportion than in the United States, 
by the way). This fact alone, not to mention the outrageous amount 
of production devoured by the parasitic bureaucracy, is a great 
preventive brake on the achieving of socialism. Only the revolution
ary destruction of imperialism can remove this brake. 

On the other hand, the contradictions of imperialism, ohly 
temporarily and relatively softened by world prosperity, impel it 
ineVitably toward a solutiod in war. At some yet-to-be-determined 
point, imperialism will come face-to-face with the fact that it must 
try to destroy the Soviet bloc, or be destroyed by its own contra
dictions. No ruling class 1n history has been known voluntarily to 
surrender its privileges. The arrogant Wall Street colossus 1s not 
likely to be an exception. 



Our task 1s to prepare the vanguard, and to arm it with the 
understand1ng of its revolutionary task against its imperialist enemy. 
In this connection, we must expose the congenital tendency of the 
Soviet bureaucracy to make ~eacherous deals with imperialism at the 
expense of the world revolution in the vain hope of maintaining 
"peaceful co-existence." We must show the Soviet bureaucracy as an 
inconsistent fighter and therefore a treacherous (to the workers) 
fighter, against imperialism. We must explain that this is because 
of its privileged position within the Soviet Union, and while we 
hate inequality and parasitic privileges, our main grievance against 
the bureaucracy is its cowardice and collaboration with imperialism 
whIch (lQII from its pr.yileged position. 

The major1ty leaders· were understandably anxious to convince 
the new allies that our opposition to the concept of "co-existence" 
had nothing in common with Dulles' opposition to it. That is to 
say, we are unalterably opposed to any attack on the Soviet Union, 
and approach the question from a pos1tion diametrically opp.osite 
to Dulles. But if this 1s all presented statically, academically, 
lifelessly, it only means that we are the same kind of pacif1stic 
opponents of aU S. war as the petty bourgeois Sta.1inists are, rather 
than international proletarian revolutionists. And our all1es t 

discovery that we are not so bad after has been in reality due to 
the fact that our posit1on°h@§mPved tplarg the Stal'n1st posAtion. 
This probably began to happen some time ago, before the 20th ongres~ 
and not under the pressure of any conciliation to the Kremlin, but 
in response to the same pressure that made the majority leaders soft 
on the bourgeo1s pacifism exemplified by Otto Nathan. 

A PQ§1ttv§ Appro§.cb 

The majority leaders accuse us of "negativism" because we 
object to their conciliationism with the petty bourgeois line of 
their allies. But the minorIty proved capable of jumping into the 
campa1gn more positively and more effectively from any practical 
point of view than did the majority. In Buffalo, the campaign was 
a real, live, class struggle~type action. The comrades utilized 
it to intervene in the Jimmy Wilson case, and proved to be a major 
factor 1n commuting Wilson's death sentence to life imprisonment. 
They utilized it to~eate the Mothers' Alliance to Smash School 
Segregation. They encouraged the Mothers' Alliance to demand a 
general one-day school stoppage from the Board of Education in 
sympathy with the mothers of Little Rock, and they mobilized 60 
women, mostly Negro, to invade City Hall on this issue. They later 
encouraged the Mothers' Alliance to demand free lunches for working 
class children, and inspired a similar mobilization on this issue 
too. All of these efforts~ined nation-wide publicity. 

They got a store-front headquarters which they kept open days 
and evenings during August, September, and part of November. While 
the comrades were still busy getting 3500 signatures in 10 counties 
to help get the ISP on the ballot, they received the help of scores 
of Negro workers including boys and girls, 1n getting the ,000 
signatures for Jimmy Wilson. In fact the great bulk of the Jimmy 
Wilson signatures were obtained by non-political people who became 
interested in working class politIcs during the imaginative campaign 
launched by our comrades. 
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The news on the Jimmy Wilson case was headlined from day to day 
in signs on the store window. News of the ISP campaign was combined 
with this. Pictures and newspaper clippings were also posted on the 
window. Working people constantly stopped by to look, and often to 
come in and talk. 

Socialist ideas were translated into the day to day problems 
of the workers. And often the question of some individual grievance 
against the relief and welfare authorities took precedence over any 
discussion of the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism, or even 
the election of Corliss Lamont to the U.S. Senate. And yet it was 
not necessary to water d own the program of Trotskyism. It was not 
necessary to come out for co-existence of the workers and the bosses; 
it was not necessary to talk about putting stassen in as Secretary 
of State; it was not necessary to call for the election of Democrats; 
it was not necessary to whitewash the bureaucracy of the Soviet 
Union any more than the trade union bureaucracy at home or the 
welfare bureaucracy in the city of Buffalo. 

It 1s one thing to translate great ideas into the workers' 
idiom, or to transmute them into the language of §ction. It is 
quite another thing to alter the ideas themselves, or to begin 
watering them down and even compromising with their opposites. 

There are many new comrades who have very little experience 
in the mass movement, (some through no fault of their own) and 
consequently find it difficult to understand this dialectic. Having 
so little experience, it is difficult for them to understand how 
much thoughtful planning and effort goes into this kind of campaign 
(not to mention the courage to,~thstand the red-baiting attacks, etc.) 
And since the question of scetarianism and flexibility has been 
raised, there are also few who understand how hard it is to overcome 
the inertia of "ordinary" radical adtlvity in order to have this 
kind of campaign, and how much maneuverability is required by all 
partiCipants. 

Such comrades may be deceived into thinking tha t compromises 
on ~rogram are a sign of Bolshevik flexibility, while practical 
compromises in life and action, taking the working class at a given 
stage, and advancing its interest, are a sign of some kind of 
Usectarianism. tt 

, In this connection, it is helpful to look at the votes the ISP 
obtained in New York and in Buffalo. The vote in New York reflected 
the passivity and general decline of radicalism. And it also 
reflected the kind of campaign that was conducted in N.Y. The vote 
in Buffalo was a sign of the smoldering resentment of the working 
class against the present conditions they have to endure. And it 
-also reflected the kind of campaign tha t was conducted in BUffalo. 

In New York City? McManus' 1954 vote of 44,;00 fell to 23,500 
in 1958, a drop of 47~ per cent. But in Buffalo, McManus' 195~ vote 
of 484 ~ to 590, a rise of 22 per cent. And in the greater 
Buffalo area (which includes the industrial town of Lackawanna> it 
rose still more sharply. 
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It is equally signifIcant that the humanist liberal, Lamont, 
led the slate in New York City with some 37 thousand votes to Mulzac's 
27,000. But in Buffalo, Mulzac received 925 votes to Lamont's 743. 
This was an indication of the relatively stronger working class and 
pro-Negro aspect of the Buffalo campaign. 

The Buffalo comrades followed the rule that an election 
campaign is only the parliamentary shadow of the class struggle 
itself, even at best. And they fought a class struggle campaign. 
In New York City this was not done. The majority comrades say that 
this was because of the legal difficulties in getting on the ballot. 
But in the previous New York City election, the mayoralty election 
of 1957, there was little legal difficulty, and there was no class 
struggle campaign either. However, in the previous BUffalo campaign, 
that is, in 19~, the comrades launched a campaign for surplus food 
for the unemployed, mobilized a working class housewives' caravan 
to Washington for t his demand, and were partially responsible for 
actually securing this food a little later on. The action gained 
an 8 column, front page headline in one of the two capitalist papers 
1n Buffalo, and was reported allover the country by the Associated 
Press. 

For A Proletarian Orientation 

The majority leaders tell us that the workers are not ready 
for great struggles, that it \~uld be suicidal to send our precious 
cadres into the mass movement, tr~t the radical intellectuals are 
the only people "equipped and willing to listen" to our program. 
This is a false approach, and fUndamentally a petty bourgeois . 
approach. It fails to take into consideration the deep material 
pressures upon the working class, and observes only the ideological 
nimbleness of the petty bourgeois radical. It is also a complete 
and programmatic reversal of the position the majority took against 
the Cochranites in the split of 1953. 

If the whole regroupment campaign had been a campaign of 
revolutionary regroupment as opposed to a campaign of petty bourgeois 
regr.oupment and helter-skelter, indeterminate "unity of the left," 
it would have inevitably inclUded the intervention into the problems 
and activities of the working class. Naturally petty bourgeois 
types would join us in such a campaign, and naturally we would try 
to recruit them to our ranks. They would be "equipped and willing 
to listen" to our ideas to the extent that we proved the validity 
of these ideas in some concrete struggle. Moreover, those worke~ 
whom we could mobilize for some militant action would be even better 
!'equ1pped and willing to listen" to the ideas of how to f 19ht for 
wages, hOUsing, equality, etc. This does not mean that we could 
recruit many workers to the ranks of the party right now. For one 
thing, it requires a much greater break with perSOnal ties for a 
worker to function 1n the party at present than for an educated 
petty bourgeois. (Contrariwise it requires a much greater break 
with class ties for the petty bourgeois. But this has not been 
emphasized of late.) And personal ties tend to outweigh class 
considerations when the class as a whole is not moving. 
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The so-called regroupment campaign has now been going on a 
long time. And majority leaders tell us tha t the "process" has 
only begun. It is time to call a halt. It 1s time to turn to the 
workers. It is time to go back to Trotskyism before a whole 
generation of young cadres becomes hopelessly petty bourgeoisified. 

It is necessary to proletarianize our young people if only 
so they can understand what the struggle for socialism is all about. 
Without some sort of experience in the class struggle all the books 
are only mountains of words. We can have the utmost flexibility 
in dealing with opponent organizations, planning maneuvers, joint 
actions, etc. But we cannot give up our proletarian orientation 
or our proletarian program. And what is in question today is not 
a matter of tactics, organizational approaches to allies and 
potential allies, but nothing less than the program of Trotskyism. 

November 24, 1958 
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To the Political Committee and the National Committee: - - - - ................. ---- -----
by MUrray Zuckorf 

The uncr1 tical acceptance by the SWP of the pre sent Call for a United Inde
pendent Socialist Election Conference in l~ew York State reveals clearly that the 
original regroupnent line ot the SWP e~re8sed in the statelIW:)nt, "The Regroup~nt 
of Revolutionary Socialist Forces in the U.S.,," by the NC is being abandoned. 
Vlhat began correctly, on the part of the s.lP, ~s a proposal for the regroupnent 
of revolutIonary socialists has noW entered the phase of regroupnent of "honest 
SOCialists," ard "socialist-minded forces" If indicating a retrograde development 
not a progrE)seive. one. Without an honest-Q-~ter to gauge the sincerity and 
"honesty" of the ueocia11st-m1nded forces" If 0118 can only try to evaluate the ac
~ual program of these forces to discover, not their "hollBsty" or "m1ndednesS" in 
the first instance, but the objective scope of their.socialist ideology and 9r1en
tatlon. The Call 1s the first concrete manifestation of the nature of the 
socialist convictions of various Stalinist dissidents" ex-Trotskyists and paci
fists. 

After weeks of collaboration and elaboration of a Call Which would b8 suit
able to the HUDBnist Lamont, the pacifist Mcl~nus, the civil-libertarian DeHaan, 
the semi-Btaliuist Selaam, the left Social-Democrat l~athan and TrotslQrist Weiss 
and. Kerry, what haa eDr3rged is not a Call for United Socialist ElBct10n activity 
but the faint echo of Peop18 fS Frontism. The Call constitutes a :f'arad18,1 UI11tl 
between the shadow of Stalinist reformism, petty bourgeois socialism, and the 
SWP. The negotiations, which began w1th the idea of developing a genuine 
United Socialist Ticket baaed on a class struggle policy (see our Regroupment 
pam,Phlet and 5 pOints submitted to the National Guardian)aucceeded in whtttllng 

. doWn, obscuring and blunting the original proposals beyond recognition. The SWP 
has at best becore a captive of this po11tical conglo~ration or, at worst .. an 
object of manipulation by these petty bourgeois forces. The leadership ot the 
party has been extrem:lly reluctant to seriously evaluate the nature of this 
groupiL1.S, where it is heading, our a.ttitude toward it, and the precise relation
ship of the EMP to this grouping in the election campaign. 

It is iml,)eratlve I in my opinion, to extricate ourselves from this swamp and 
to devise a revolutionary tactic with regard. to this grouping, sharply differen
tiating our program from the proposed orientation projected by the Call. Other
wise the election campaign will be transformed from what is in principle per
missible, !!! ~ctora.! l?12.<l., to what is in principle impermissible I .!:! ideologi
cal bloc with alien tendenc1es. This in turn poses the most serious problem for 
our party -- Adaptat10nism to a petty.bourgeois current. 

Nature ~ ~ Discussion 

After weeks of discuss1r~ the prospects of a Un1ted Socialist Ticket and 
the actual progress of the negotiating commi tt.ee in formulating a Call, the fiDal 
form. ot the Call has been published. During the actual branch d1scussions com
rades saw neither the Call nor 8riY of the formulations in it, although three of 
our leading comrades were on the negotiating committee and could have made it 
available without too much difficulty. Actually, the CeJ.l was in the bands of 
non-party people BOlll:t tiD!;) "before the comrades in the branch saw 1 t. (As of 
th1s wri t1ng comrade s still have not seen it, although the YSA, which has both 
:party youth and non-party youth, had a discussion on the Call itself' last Satur
day, May 3). 



It is small wonder that in all the weeks of discussion about the campaign 
very little, and that reluctantly, was sald about the Call expect IIItis being 
worlsed on, af "Don't you have any confidence in the leadership of tb:p aJP. Are 
you implyil:)g,tbat there is any capitulation to Stal1n1sm'Z" Thls, in spite ot the 
tact that the Call was at the heart of the discussion; th~s in spitA3 of tbe tact 
that numerous comrades sought to get clarification on the nature of the Call; 
what we were pressing for in the negotiating committee, what the ideological na
tuze of the National Guardian was, and the committee as a whole j what the forces 
Wl'8 that the various tendencies represented on the cOmmittee could rally. Com.
rades who raised questions for clarification we~ labelled "doubters" who were 
raising questions not constructively I but doing it in order to "harpQOn" the 
election oampaign. Small wonder indeedJ 

Nature of the Call 
...0.-____ _ 

The Call is the worst sort of PeoRle's Frontiam, ! snanefaoed ~-m.ono1?Oq 
;pf!Ople's coalition. There is not even the barest 1ntimation of a class struggle 
policy nor the vaguest indication that classes even exist in the United States. 
It calls to "all the people of our country," to "citizens of all walks of life," 
to "conscientious people J" to fight the "pol..itica.l machines of our State and . 
Nation. It There is no lOOn'\iion, 1et alone. an analysis of the class nature of these 
umaoh~s.·' The nature of the "economic system" of this country is mentioned 
Qnce in a paragraph that will ~ discussed late; on. 

The demands formula ted on all the burning issue s of the day I could just as 
well, or very likely atld with more fervor, have been written by the New York 
Post (which is not part of this committee). The :pera:pecti ve and &l terns. ti 118 to 
the present intolerable economic and social conditione both in New York and 
na tionally is the "search for peace and. a be tter way of life 1 and. for a world 
of brotherhood and equality among nen and nations." Humanistl Pacifist 1 
Stal1nist, but not revolut10nary socialist. 

What are the forces fighting for this alternative'? "Throughout the house 
of labor lJ.nwrests of bureaucratic leaders and rank and f1le are 1dentified -
MZ7 1s heard the repee. ted denand for an 1nde~ndent""pol1 tical course. The 
forces Jj] ffilass forces or nen of good will'l -- MZ/ for social change in our 
country are seeking a connnon £1_7 meeting ground to present to the people of our 
cOlmtry alternatives to a course of g:reed, brutalization and repression." Any 
one call fill this bill with whatever content is m.ost suitable. Instead,ot:re
Jecting this caU as aoc1aL-rafol'm1at, most of the leading Qomrades embrace this 
as the best poss1ble under the circumstances, not perfect to be sure, but a work
ablB m1nimum. If the essence of the Call vera just this, 1 t would have to be 
character1zed at best as non-socialist: "Inde:penden~ Illes.. "PrOgre,s1ve,. II 
~8. "Socialist-minded7".- not being a,mind reader + w9uld. ~a~ to pass •. B\1t
this 1, not all that is Qonta1ned in the Call. 

!!!! Paragraph 

"In a world in Which a billion ]?eople are engaged in. building a socialist 
order .as an altsrnative to capitalist anarchy, Anerican capita11sm is disclos
ing its inabi11ty to utilize the gigantic prOductIve capacity, natural resources 
and skilled labor of our country to provide a fu.t~ of economic security, peace 
and freedom for the people. I. 
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The paragraph at best i8 a non-sequitur both from a literary and political 

point of view. But taken in the oontext of the Call as a whole, this paragraph, 
and especially the phrase tlengaged in building a socialist order" consti tl,1.'OOs 
adaptationism 12 Stal1nism.!E.9: .!! oontraq ~ ~ ideas 2! Trotskyism on the 
Soviet Union and the East Euro~an oOWltries. 

If this phrase had appeared in our press or literature it could be over
loomd as an inrj?reoiae phrase but cme which oould not re mistamn as Stal1n1st 
oriented. Any reader would know where the ~p stood with regard to the Soviet 
Union. But this phrase, appearing in the context of the entire Call, and tamn 
together with the signers (excluding Joyce) of the Call can leave only one im
pression -- that the Soviet bureaucracy and the Soviet working class are identi
fied w1th each other in their interests, uethods and goals. It comprOmise,. :the 
s\-JP Which has consistently fought against the Soviet bureaucracy and for 'Workers 
democracy. 

It is of some importance to note that tbe Sunday Worker ot May 11 uses the 
sazoo phrase. In an article ent1 tled "May Day Rallies Reflect Resurging Enthusi
asm" it states: "Countries ~ ! billion ;peOl?le, bUildips SOCialism, celebrate 
May ,Day ••• fI This should at least dispel the argunenta ot son:e comrades who in
sist that ~he Stalinists cannot and will not accept this phrase as correctlY 
characterizing the reality of the Soviet zone. 

The struggle of Trotsky against Stalin was precisely over the question of 
building Socialism. in one country. Our recent strugglB against Clarke-Pablo was 
over the very sa.ne question. Haven't we consistently pointed out that socialism. 
'Was be 1ng thwarted by the role of the Kremlin oligarchy? Didn' t Trotsky charac
terize the Soviet Union as a defol:"ned wormrs state with a transitional economy 
halfWay between capi talisln and socialism and marked by all kinds of contradic
tions'l In its foundations there are the elenents necessary for a socialist 
society; on the other hand, in the superstructure and in Soviet society itself' 
there are forces and tendencies Which are directly anti-socialist. It is neces
sary to take all of these into account :in estimating the real character 8J.1d di
rection of SOViet clevelop~nt. The Soviet economy, represents a higher system of 
property and production relatione; but in order for the m3thods of planning to be 
genuinely socialist in tendency, they would have to be under democratic control 
and with the direct participation of the producing and consuming masses them.
selves. That is why we attacked the Stalinist oriented formulation "nationalized 
in form, socialist in essence" of George Clarka. What is it doing 1It the Call? 
How is it that one of our leaq.ing comrades helped formulate it? 

In the context of the present Call this can only serve as a left cover for 
!!! otherwise E!!!,-faced reformist~. This paragraph in :particUia:r, as itnow 
stands must either be rejected as antithetical to revolutionary socialism or 
linked up clearly with the struggle for workers democracy in the Soviet zone. 

Even as a tactical concession to assure a broad part1cipation of "socialist. 
minded" IJeople this concept has no :place. Especially when we are deal~ in the 
main w+th "Staliniat.m1ndedlt individuals • 

. 
This cannot even be justified as a United Front tactic. "Before we unite, II 

lenin wrote, "and in order to unite, we must first draw sharp $Ild definite l1neE$ 
of demarcation.!' United fronts and blocs among socialist tel"ldencies reveal not 
only what they b4ve in common but more clearly and sharply how they differ. That 
is the whole point to the united front tactic. The fact that even many coinrades 
view this election campaign as a united front tactic shows that there are recog
nized differences betlieen the SWP and. the other wndenc1es I otherwise we would be 
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urging fusion. Before uniting we must probe our differences to the bottom. This 
has not been done. Blurring over fundamental differences can lead, with best 
of intentions notwithstanding, to adaptat1onism. The projected election campaign 
is of a propaganda nature which necessitates the she.r:pest demarcation of programs 
and. principles. 

In spite of the fact that our original "minimum" demands disappeared in 
the course of negotiations, leading comrades . insist :In defending the present 
Call as a "realist1c beg1mling of a new stage." Their willingness to accept the 
unity of fff,\ocialist-tn1ndedu groups represents e. shift to the right compared to 
our previQus call for unity of ttrevolutionary socialists. U The beginning of 
the new stage is a step baCkwarq.8 compared to the end of the last stage. This 
shift to the right, or adaptation of our comre.des to this petty bourgeOis current, 
is revealed in sharper fashion when we consider this paragraph inserted into tlle 
Call by our comrades. This pa.ragraph makes the Call anti-Trotskyist at least 
with regard to the Soviet Un10n. 

lvic*nus ~ ~ 

An impression is being created that the l'iational Guardian eleW)nts had no 
independent political orientation prior to the 20th Congress. ilroof'l Their 
critical support of our candidates 1n 1956 and 1951. Further proof of this con
tention is adduced by the apparent willingness of McManus and the National 
Guardian elem:lnts to fight for a "United Socialist" tic:ket. Aside from the dub
iousness as to the kind of soc1altBm. the National Guard1an is willing to fight 
for, aside from the fact that accepting the ~ socialist does not necessarily 
qualify them as soc1aJ.1sts" witness for example Norman Thomas' tenacity in cling
mg to the word SOCialist, there is another important fal}t not ye,t discussed. 

In 1955 McManus, before the 20th Congress and the regroup~nt proce ss un
folded, issued a Call for IndeIJendent Political Action in the National Guardian 
of January 10. Compared to the present Call this was far more militant and 
usocialist minded." Den()tU').c1ng the two party system ar.d those ot the left who 
gave 'Wlcritj;ca.~ support to congressmen, senators, and governors, he called for a 
"I>Srty of peace, "jobs and rights. It tmlSt be anti-inr~rialist, understanding 
~ friendly to world socialism ffih1s formula w'1thout our help -- ~7 and itself 
prepared to consider socialist solutions for our own country's welfare." 

Certainly the point of departure as anti-1IllJ:)6rial.ist, not nerely anti-poli
tical machines, ner1ted consideration. Peaceful eo..existence is introduced aa a 
IIcomprehenaion that more acceptable ideas than capitalism are sweeping the world 
a.nd in time coming our way." This 1s linked up with the "trettrandoua strides 
of the past 10 years .- aga:f.,nst colonialism, a.gainst explQ1 tation, toward self
determination and toward socialism. They will not be contained or set back. It 
The international aspect as a part of the struggle by the oppressed against tJJe ir, 
oppressors is not even nentioned in the present Call. Further on, McManus con
tinued to note that Itpoli tical party campa1gnll1g for peaceful co-existence must 
be prepared to under~tand the reality of socialism and further, not to rule out 
its application in confronting donestic economic problems as well as world rela
tions. 1I ThiS, he concluded, "must be presented and understood in the United 
States .if the people of this Qountry and. the world are to have before them any 
workable alternative to the apocalypse of atomic ruin inherent in the policies 
of Dulles and Stevenson. II 
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Hot quite revolutionary socialist. But not quite pacifist muddleheadedness 
either. Certainly, in worda at least, more ap];l8alll1.g from a class point of view 
than ~ present Call in spite of all the classical Stalinist demagogy. 

How did we treat this Call which in retrospect is at least as Jlradical" as 
the present Call? The Militant in an editorial rejected the Call, ~s it sh9uld 
have. Comrade Caru1.on in a letter to Murry Vleiss dated }.Brch 4, 1955, wrote: 
liThe editorial says: 'We reject the Mcl-Bnus proposal. I We do that, to be sure, 
~sthe proposal now' stands; but we don It have to say 80 yet. Our approach 
should. be a 1i ttle more subtle and. flBx1ble, and we should not exclude the idea 
of participating in conferences Which might tam shap:l in response to the McManus 
Call. II 

Noth1r~ in it about collaborating with Mcl-1a.nus for a o .. ifferent call, no nen
t10n of the fact that it isn't perfect, but the best under the circumstances. 
Comrade Cannon doesnlt even pose critical support of the Call" let alorJe a fond 
embrace as currently pract1cedj just "participate in conferences, 11 in order to 
probe for elenenta "not yet contaminated by the fall-out of St8.1iI;l1sm." tiThe 
American Guardian MQnthly Review outfit, as far as I bow" JI Cannon cOt;l."\iinued" 
"does not object to the general ideology of Stalinism on aw important point. 
They are willing to endorse eve,rytH1ng from the Moscow Trials to the Second. ~orld 
War and the pacifist ballyhoo for co-existence, if only they are allowed to do 
it as an independent party ••• The great bulk of these dissident Stalinists are 
WOlT.L-out people" ll1Curably corrupted by Stalinist ideology" who haven I t tbe 
slightest intention or capacity to do anything but grumble at the official CP 
and to dema.'1d a stagnar.1t 11 ttle pond of the ir own to splash in. It 

Instructively enough, Comrade Cannon" in the eaue letter, counterposes these 
dissident Stal1nists to the Must.eites and. the left wing of the SP in 1934 and 
1936. The latter two, uwere essentially progressive 1 even if SOlll3what confused, 
break aways from the JJ:ijOWGY ffirnphasia in original -- Mf.7 of the labor bureau
cracy, the old guard right wing socialist and. the Stalinists." 

• 
An incon!-eatably correct distinction Which has become b1ur:red in the 

present situation. The important difference between the National Guardian "soci
alists" and the Musteites a.nd SP left wingers was the break in ~5. Tl}.e 
present group of petty bourgeOis radicals 1s still ideolo6icalll committed to 
the old course in spite of the 20th Congress and because of the subsequent paral-

" l6:J.. develop~nt of Sputnik in the Soviet Union and the deepening crisis in the 
United States. The bulk of them still demand a stagnant pond. without the organ
izational responsibilities and ties to the CP. 

An important problem is posed -- how does it happ8l1 that 1:efore the 20th 
Congress, regrouplOOllt and the crisis on the ~:rt, McManus wrote a Call that was 
more Ilradica11t and to the left of what he agrees to presently'! What does this 
iL"1.dicate so f~ as the objective direction of motion of McI4anus and the National 
Guardian "socialists" are concerned? In essence, I believe J it signifies a move 
to the right. The 1955 Call was a response, primarily, to the dissolution of 
the ALP and its sabotage by the Sta1hlists. The 1958 Call is supposed to be a 
response to a regroupIOOnt process of revolutionary socialists. Yet this present 
Call is clearly a step backwards. How is this to be explairJ.8d'/ Essentially 
McManus and the other signers (With the exception of Joyce) are swayed more by 
bo~ois pressure at home than by the conflicts of the Stallllist bureaucracy 
in the Kremlin. They are swayed more by bourgeOis :p:ressure than by the pressure 
of the working class,; more by what the diplomatic relat10ns are, at any given 
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moment, between the US and the Soviet, Union than by the relative ascendency of 
the SWP cODrJ?8.red to the CP. The National Guardian and 1 ts periphery, while 
stunned by the 20th Congress nevertheless finds it possible to temporize with 
the present Soviet leadership 1:ecause international tensions have ea.sed s~what. 
This makes the Soviet Union more palatable to ];etty bourgeois public op1nion 
and. makes the dissidents a little less critica.l. 

(The developzoont of the regroup~nt process between 1956 and the present 
tine,.our estimate of it, the theoretical and tactical problems posed by the 
levelling off process since the departure of Gates from the CP, our uncritical 
estimate of Clark, Fast, Gates, our flirtation with pacifist ideas in the Mili
tant and ISR together with recent innovations on the Soviet Union, the political 
revolution and cr1tica.lsupport of heads of states like Tito and GotrlLll.ka will be 
dealt within a separate document.) 

~ Next~ 

It is incumbent upon the party to be the ~ resolute campaigners ~ ! 
United Socialist ticket !E!! ~ .:!?h! reuoupnt s?!. revolutionary socialist forces. 
We cannot J;lermit radical 'Workers who are seeking to break with Stalinism, ideo
logically and organizationally, to be derailed by this ;petty bourgeois current, 
which :represents the back door to Stalinism. The or1einal regroupment policr .2f 
the SWP 1s capable of winnL"1g these workers to the banner of socialism. Many ele
iiimta;-even in this :petty bourgeois current, can be won over too, it we pursue 
a more resolute polley. They are not adverse to revolutionary ideas. They re
main inert only so long as there are no social pressures upon them to move. A 
genuine United Socialist campaign could invigorate them with new, :revolutionary 
:perspectives. But our present regroupnent policy ot equivocating, compromising 
and placating the national Guardian can only serve to hinder the leftward move 
of the radical forces. It can only serve to send them back to the petty bour
g-eois stream of pacifism, humanism, and. Stalinism. 'We oannot inSpire radical 
'Workers to join hands in forging a. :regroupmnt of :revolutionary socialist forces 
whiJ.e adaptir,tg ourselves to the language and thinking of ~tty bourgeois social
ism. 'We cannot move forward while runnir..g backwards. 

~ P8J.'jil ~ reJect .:!?h! ;present £!g !! !!! abandonment £! ! genuine United 
SOcialist ticket. The Call represents the ideology of social reformists, not 
revolutionary socialists. 

~ party ~ !?learly !E!! decisiveq differentiate ~ views, both public
ly and internally, from the present Call which: (1) blurs tl1e class struggle 
(ltall people of our country") j (2) identifies the _ trade union bureaucracy with 
~ rank and file union mem'Qers_("houae of labortl); (3) identifies the Kremlin· 
bureaucracy with the Soviet masse~ (Ita billion pE:?Ople engaced in building a 
socialist order"); (4) abandons the ~ eocialist alterna.tive ("world of brother
hood"). The ~ cannot equivocate on any of these fundanen"\ial. questions. It 
must. counter:pose our transi tional denands on the se four issues. 

It was wrong in principle for the party to Sign and accept the call as re
presenting the basis for a genuine socialist ticket. We must reaffirm our de
mand for a United Socialist ticket on the basis of clearly defined olass struggle 
demands, stressing the SOCialist, not m3rely united character of the forthCOming 
election campaign. 
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The party must make clear that the unification of socialist forces on the 
basis of such demands would be a genuine step forward in the struggle for Social.
ism in the United. States. 

SWP representatives could cone to the conference to participate construc
ti ve l.y, be pre:pared to project a class struggle orientation and to propose con
crete lJI3aaures in the fight for the i.Im1'ediate needs of the worldng class and ita 
allies. 

!:E would E!. wrong ~!!! 1£ bOlcott .2. conference .2! .:!!2 £.2!!!. there ~ 
ultimatums. ~ II 'Would 1!. eg,ua.1J.Y wrong, 2l!! .2. ~ ~ !£!! disastrous, 
~ ~ E! prepared .:!!2 f'fght ~ ! Socialist canwaign. 

May 7, 1958 
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